[Freiburg Cardiac Arrest Receiving Team (CART) : Interdisciplinary solution for the acute management of non-traumatic out-of-hospital cardiac arrest].
Standard procedures and guidelines provide specific instructions for basic and advanced cardiac life support. Recommendations for the admission of patients from preclinical into clinical structures after successful cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) are available, but only a few are detailed. In the presence of ST-elevation myocardial infarction after return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC), coronary angiography must be performed as soon as possible. However, acute management and consecutive diagnostic procedures after hospital admission are up to the doctor on duty, who can rely on standard internal hospital procedures at best. Despite the enormous progress and new findings in intensive care and emergency medicine, intra-hospital mortality, as well as long-term survival, after CPR remains low and depends on a wide variety of influencing factors. To optimize in-hospital acute care of successfully resuscitated patients, an interdisciplinary admission team, a so-called cardiac arrest receiving team (CART), has been implemented at the University Hospital of Freiburg, Germany. The aim of the CART is to provide primary care to resuscitated patients as quickly and in as standardized a manner as possible with predefined diagnostic and therapeutic pathways by a team with special expertise in the field of CPR and post-resuscitation management. Accordingly, clear criteria for procedures and the location of primary care (e.g. emergency room vs. cardiac catheter laboratory), the composition of the CART and concrete treatment measures were defined.